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Abstract
Existing approaches for sensor network tasking in space situational awareness (SSA) rely on techniques from
the 1950s and limited application areas while also requiring significant human-in-the-loop involvement. Increasing
numbers of space objects, sensors, and decision-making needs create a demand for improved methods of gathering
and fusing disparate information to resolve hypotheses about the space object environment. This work focuses on the
cognitive work in SSA sensor tasking approaches. A prototype decision support system is developed using a subset of
design and information relationship requirements developed through the application of cognitive systems engineering
to SSA. This prototype is used in a human-in-the-loop experiment designed to compare the hypothesis resolution and
situation awareness effects of hypothesis-based approaches against traditional sensor tasking approaches.

1

Introduction & Motivation

Endsley defines situation awareness as “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of
time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future,” [1] or, more
simply, as “knowing what is going on around you” [2]. Space situational awareness (SSA) is concerned with accurately
representing the orbital state (position and velocity) of space objects “to predict, avoid, deter, operate through, recover
from, and/or attribute cause to the loss and/or degradation of space capabilities and services” [3]. Currently, the space
object catalog, a central database of orbit states for space objects large enough to track, contains over 20, 000 objects
[4, 5], ranging from decommissioned rocket bodies to active telecommunications satellites to university science and
technology experiments. The number of cataloged objects is expected to grow considerably in the near-future due to
increased launch capabilities [6], improved sensor sensitivities, and continued debris generation [7]. Maintaining SSA
is essential to the command and control missions of the Joint Space Operations Center (JSpOC) [8], especially as the
space object environment continues to become more congested and contested [9, 10].
The space object catalog is generated and updated through sensor (e.g. telescopes, radar) observations from networks such as the Space Surveillance Network (SSN); therefore, one active research area in SSA is the allocation of
sensor resources to gather evidence required to answer SSA questions in a timely manner. Current tasking techniques
used in the Space Surveillance Network (SSN) rely largely on models and applications from the 1950s [11], so research increasingly focuses on improved methods for gathering and processing actionable knowledge to acquire and
maintain SSA. Many of the proposed sensor tasking approaches focus on minimizing the uncertainties in the estimations of position and velocity for objects in the catalog. This process, known as space object catalog maintenance,
allows improved predictions of space object motion into the future. While uncertainty in position and velocity are
appropriate measures for certain SSA problems, such as collision avoidance, other decision-making questions require
access to different metrics; for instance, the brightness of a satellite, measured over time, can be used to estimate the
orientation and active mode of a space object [12]. Similarly, the questions decision-makers would like to answer have
become more sophisticated. Previously, questions about an object focused primarily on position and trajectory, and
hypotheses could easily be generated to correspond. Now, decision-makers want to know intent, operational mode,
and other characteristics not necessarily confined to position or trajectory knowledge. The expansion of usable metrics
and questions about satellites creates a need for more robust techniques that can represent diverse hypothesis knowledge and fuse information from a wide variety of sources to improve the overall understanding of the space object
environment and answer specific SSA decision-maker questions (e.g. “is satellite X currently in a ground-observation
mode?”).
Real operational scenarios require a proposed sensor tasking framework and associated decision-support system
to reliably support an operator’s cognitive work. This paper presents the design and evaluation of a prototype decision
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support system (DSS) for SSA. The prototype DSS applies design requirements derived from a cognitive work analysis
(CWA) for SSA [13] and is evaluated using two different methods for scheduling sensor observations to assess the
situation awareness and performance effects of both approaches.

2

Background

The following sections present background material to familiarize the reader with the SSA and cognitive engineering topics that will be discussed in this paper.
2.1

Decision Support Systems
Systems engineers face a difficult design problem in effectively managing complex sociotechnical systems, comprised of both the technological systems and the people or organizations that operate within them [14]. In the late
20th century, Keen presented a road-map for decision support system (DSS) research, focusing on utilizing emerging
software tools to build semi-expert artificial intelligence systems and emphasizing the value and role of experts in
DSS [15]. Shim et al. updated Keen’s agenda for the 21st century, highlighting increased proficiency with technology
and an associated expectation of more functionality in DSS technology [16]. Shim encouraged researchers to identify
areas where tools are needed to transform uncertain and incomplete data, along with qualitative insights, into useful
knowledge, along with further exploiting software and technology tools.
When considering building a DSS, the design approach for the user interface must be carefully considered. The
effectiveness of a decision aid depends on relationships between the representation, the domain and associated tasks,
and the characteristics of the agent [17]. Designers cannot anticipate all the possible scenarios that could arise and
must therefore design displays that support effective problem solving even when novel or unanticipated scenarios are
encountered [17]. To this end, it is important to frame the goal of such a design task as first helping the user to focus
attention on a potentially important event and then providing integrated displays that help the user to construct a deeper
understanding of the context [18].
2.2

Cognitive Systems Engineering
Militello et al. [19] define cognitive systems engineering (CSE) as “an approach to the design of technology,
training, and processes intended to manage cognitive complexity in sociotechnical systems.” CSE aims to provide the
designer with “a realistic model of how the human functions cognitively” [20]. A multitude of CSE methodologies
have emerged in recent decades to inform system design by modeling human cognitive functions [14], including
cognitive work analysis [21, 22], contextual design [23], hierarchical task analysis [24], and naturalistic decisionmaking [25]. Unfortunately, the bulk of applications of CSE methods in industry has been limited to incorporating the
insights as graphical user interface elements [14].
One of the more widely-adapted CSE frameworks is cognitive work analysis (CWA), which is a framework for
establishing characteristics and constraints of the work domain [21, 22]. CWA differs from other types of work
analysis by focusing more on how work may be driven by constraints imposed by the domain and less on how the
work is actually accomplished [22]; in other words, the emphasis is on how the work could be done, not on how work
is done or should be done [26]. It is therefore a useful design tool for a new system intended to support expert work,
defined as the ability to compose a process needed for a specific task as a sequence of familiar subroutines that are
useful in different contexts [27]. CWA provides an approach to “characterize the constraints that define the cognitive
requirements and challenges, and the knowledge, skills, and strategies that underlie both expert performance and the
error-vulnerable performance of domain practitioners” [28].
The traditional cognitive work analysis, as defined by Vicenti [22], consists of five phases or dimensions with
different analysis boundaries, summarized below. The first phase, work domain analysis (WDA), analyzes relationships between the purposes, priorities, functions, and resources in the domain. The second phase, control task analysis
(ConTA), analyzes activities in specific situations or tasks. The third phase, strategies analysis (SA), analyzes strategies for executing an activity. The fourth phase, social organization and cooperation analysis (SOCA), analyzes the
distribution of work amongst individuals and teams, as well as communication required between these entities. The
final phase, worker competencies analysis (WCA), analyzes the perceptual and cognitive capabilities and limits of
humans in the domain. CWA research efforts to date predominantly implement the first two phases, leading them to
be the most matured analysis techniques [26].
2.3

Description of the SSA Work Domain
Inherent in Endsley’s definition of situation awareness is an understanding of what is important [2], so the design
of support systems for SSA must begin with establishing goals and purposes of the work domain, which consists
of numerous social and technical components. SSA is particularly concerned with accurately representing the state
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knowledge of objects in the space environment to provide better prediction capabilities for threats such as potential
conjunction (i.e. collision) events. Operators in SSA operations centers, such as the Joint Space Operations Center
(JSpOC), are responsible for aggregating data on a diverse space object population, ranging from active satellites to
orbital debris, and conduct analyses to predict events (e.g. conjunctions) or schedule follow-on observations to maintain a catalog of space objects. The catalog typically contains information on the orbit state (i.e. position and velocity)
of the object, allowing analysts to predict its motion into the future. This data is gathered from a network of sensors
(primarily telescopes and radar), many of which are controlled by independent entities, which poses difficulties in
gathering timely data on specific events. Sensors in the SSN are geometrically diverse and relatively sparse, especially
as compared to the over 20, 000 resident space objects (RSOs) currently tracked [5]. For instance, data collections for
an object in low Earth orbit (LEO) from one ground station might only occur over two 5-minute long passes in one
day due to observability constraints (e.g. line of sight, cloud cover). This leaves significant time wherein anomalies
(e.g. maneuvers, on-orbit break-ups) can occur without being directly observed.
In general, the sensor tasking problem addresses how to obtain, process, and utilize information about the state
of the environment [29]. The sensor tasking problem is a high-dimensional, multi-objective, mixed-integer, nonlinear optimization problem, and current approaches focus on tractable sub-problems (e.g. single objectives, limited
target objects, limited sensors). Potential SSA sensor tasking needs include maintaining catalogs of space object
state observations [30, 31], detecting maneuvers or other anomalies [32], and estimating control modes or behavior
[33, 34, 3]. These objectives are generally not complementary, especially given limited sensor resources, and the
different objectives require different tasking approaches; for instance, characterization (e.g. anomaly detection) prefers
many observations of a small subset of the catalog, whereas catalog maintenance prefers a diverse set of observations
from as many objects as possible. Discourse and activity in SSA increasingly focus on decision-making in the presence
of limited resources, uncertain information, and a contested space environment [3]. Therefore, the goal of aggregating
all this data is to support SSA judgment.
2.4

Candidate Sensor Network Scheduling Approaches
This section introduces the two candidate approaches for scheduling sensor network observations that will be used
throughout this paper.
2.4.1 Covariance-based Sensor Tasking
The covariance-based approach for sensor network scheduling attempts to reduce orbit state estimate uncertainty
as measured by orbit state covariance. Each sensor measurement has various sources of noise (e.g. pixel width for
electro-optical sensors) which contribute to state uncertainty, and the orbit state covariance matrix is a common product
of fusing and filtering these measurements into a state estimate. A simple covariance-based scheduling algorithm, as
shown in Eqn. (1), selects the next sensor actions to minimize the weighted-sum of state covariances:
A∗ = arg min
A∈A

N
X
j=1

wj

TrP+
j
aj

(1)

where A is the set of valid action sequences at the current time step, N is the number of space objects, P+
j is the
estimated a posteriori state covariance of the j th space object, and aj is the semi-major axis of the j th space object.
The semi-major axis scaling factor is included to account for naturally larger uncertainties at higher-altitude orbits,
preventing those objects from dominating the sensor tasking.The weighting parameters represent space object prioritization so that actions will target higher-priority assets, quickly reducing their state uncertainties and maintaining that
level through follow-on observations.
The covariance-based approach is effective in addressing decision-maker needs that can be directly mapped to state
estimate uncertainty (e.g. collision avoidance); however, not all decision-making needs meet this condition. Support
for decision-making should provide quantifiable and timely evidence of behaviors related to specific hypotheses (e.g.
threats). To support this hypothesis resolution activity, existing approaches largely focus on collecting observations to
identify physical states or parameters; however, many complex hypotheses require RSO behavior prediction that takes
into account other RSOs, physics knowledge, and indirect information from non-standard sources. As such, judgment
is an active avenue of research in SSA, using information fusion and emerging technologies to ingest varied, sparse
datasets to form a coherent story of the space environment, as well as techniques for better conveying this story to
decision-makers.
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2.4.2 Hypothesis-based Sensor Tasking
An alternative method for sensor network scheduling, called the hypothesis-based approach, directly quantifies
decision-making questions as rigorously testable hypotheses that can be interrogated using evidence gathered from
sensor observations [35, 36]. Typically a hypothesis belief structure is either converted to a probability distribution
(as a Bayesian approximation of the belief structure) [37] or collapsed to a probability formulation that allows a
decision-maker to place bets on the hypothesis given the available evidence using familiar Bayesian constructs [38,
39]. However, recent work has shown the utility of quantifying and incorporating ambiguity [35, 36], and evidential
reasoning methods such as Dempster-Shafer theory [40] are more expressive in representing ambiguity than Bayesian
approaches [41]. Hypothesis entropy reduces a complex belief structure to a single measure that represents both
the ambiguity (or non-specificity) and conflict inherent in the current hypothesis knowledge; consider entropy as
the hypothesis resolution uncertainty, analogous to the state covariance being the orbit state uncertainty. For further
information on the specifics of Dempster-Shafer theory and hypothesis entropy, refer to [40, 41].
Consider, as an illustrative example of hypothesis-based sensor tasking, a simplified version of the Judicial Evidential Reasoning algorithm [35, 42, 36]. For this hypothesis-based approach, shown in Eqn. (2), entropy becomes the
primary measurement of effectiveness, as low entropy signifies that the gathered evidence points toward a consistent
and specific hypothesis resolution. When using the hypothesis-based scheduler, the next sensor actions are selected to
minimize the weighted-sum of hypothesis entropies:
A∗ = arg min

H
X

A∈A

+
wi H̃JS
(mi )

(2)

i=1

where A is again the set of valid action sequences at the current time step, H is the number of hypotheses considered,
+
and H̃JS (mi ) is the estimated a posteriori normalized Jirousek-Shenoy entropy for the ith hypothesis [41, 36, 43].
Here, the weighting parameters allow direct prioritization of decision-maker hypotheses, which automates the selection
of specific space object targets toward the goal of reducing hypothesis resolution uncertainty.

3

Cognitive Work Analysis Applied to SSA

This following section summarizes methods and findings from a cognitive work analysis (CWA) applied to SSA
[13]. Selecting an appropriate method for scheduling sensor networks and presenting all relevant information to
a decision-maker creates a big-data and data-visualization problem. Problematically, the collected data products are
often affected by adverse observation conditions, uncertainties, biases, and unobservable states that may lead to further
ambiguity in evidence. Poor decision-making can have significant consequences; for instance, even small objects in
LEO, which move in excess of 7 kilometers-per-second, can cause catastrophic damage to expensive and important
assets.
The primary challenges of the SSA work domain can be summarized using dimensions of complexity adapted
from Vicente [22]:
• Large problem space: High number of interacting variables.
• Dynamic: Constantly varying states, potentially long response times between measurement opportunities.
• High-risk: Errors may lead to catastrophic results.
• Social: Multiple organizations, with competing interests in the use of space, vying for SSA data.
• Distributed: Geographically disparate sensor networks and organizations.
• Uncertainty: Sensor bias, measurement noise, and unobservability result in probabilistic and less-than fullstate knowledge.
• Disturbances: Operators are expected to understand anomalous behavior and bring system back within nominal conditions.
• Automation: Operators expected to monitor and intervene quickly and decisively in off-nominal conditions.
To derive guidelines that support decision-making and address these complexities, the first two phases of CWA (work
domain analysis and control task analysis) were applied to the SSA domain [13]. The following sections summarize
these findings to provide context for the DSS development.
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Figure 1: Abstraction hierarchy model decomposition (adapted from Naikar, 2013)
3.1

Work Domain Analysis
Work domain analysis (WDA) is employed as the first step of CWA to establish broad understandings and identify
constraints that exist within the domain [14]. The result of a WDA is traditionally a model known as the abstraction
hierarchy, which provides a graphical representation of linkages between purposes, priorities, functions, and resources
of the domain [27, 22]. The abstraction hierarchy assesses the means-ends relationships inherent to the work domain based on the purposes of the actor(s), but explicitly does not consider the actions of the actor. In particular,
the abstraction hierarchy focuses on structural means-ends relationships within the objects in the work domain. By
representing the work domain from multiple levels of abstraction, an analyst can view the domain at varying levels of
detail. The functional purpose and other high level abstractions provide broad overviews of the system and intended
goals, whereas the lower level abstractions define attributes of the physical objects with which the actor interacts.
The structural relationships between elements in adjacent levels of the hierarchy can be summarized as follows:
each level simultaneously provides a means (the “how”) to elements in the level above, and an end (the “why”) to
the level below. The traditional five levels of decomposition included in an abstraction hierarchy [27] are summarized
in Fig. 1, adapted from [44]. Beginning with the overall purposes of the work domain and progressing down the
decomposition levels, the elements in the hierarchy become more concrete, arriving at the physical characteristics of
the domain resources.
The following summaries provide added detail on each level of the decomposition [27, 26]:
• Functional Purposes: reason(s) or purpose(s) of the system.
• Abstract Functions: principles or priorities of the work domain that are preserved, conserved, maximized, or
minimized (e.g. conservation of energy).
• Generalized Functions: functions that must be present for the functional purpose of the work domain to be
fulfilled.
• Physical Functions: capabilities of the physical elements within the work domain.
• Physical Forms: properties of physical elements within the work domain (e.g. physical form, configuration).
It is often useful to further decompose the work domain into multiple abstraction hierarchies to separately examine
different aspects of the environment and domain activities at these varying levels of detail. For instance, Burns et al.
[45] used a system of three abstraction hierarchies to model naval command and control, and Miller et al. [14] used
two abstraction hierarchies to separately model the environment and work domain for extra-vehicular activities (EVA)
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Figure 2: Abstraction hierarchy of the SSA work domain

Figure 3: Abstraction hierarchy of the SSA environment
with time-delay. Similarly, the SSA problem can be appropriately decomposed using two abstraction hierarchies: the
work domain and the environment [43].
The work domain decomposition in Fig. 2, adapted from preliminary work on SSA decision-making [35], identifies
capabilities and constraints that SSA operators must consider in addressing the functional purposes of maintaining
space asset safety and addressing national security concerns. The environment decomposition in Fig. 3 identifies
constraints external to the SSA operators, space objects, and sensor network that impact the gathering and processing
of information to answer decision-maker questions. For further discussion on the elements of these decompositions,
see [13].
By carefully considering the goals of SSA operators, as well as constraints imposed by the domain, this analysis
develops the following insights for SSA decision-support [13]:
1. Data aggregation should account for the fusion of disparate sensor resources and various signal characteristics,
including considerations of uncertainty, ambiguity, and unobservability.
2. Sensor allocation approaches should be able to directly address varied decision-maker hypotheses.
3. Fused data should be reflected through updated hypothesis knowledge states.
Applying the WDA insights to the aforementioned candidate methods for sensor network scheduling reveals that
covariance-based sensor allocation and information fusion approaches, predicated on state uncertainty minimization,
do not provide a robust or clear mapping to decision-maker goals of maintaining space asset safety and addressing
national security concerns. Not all domain goals are readily expressed in terms of state uncertainty, and abstracting
from the physical data products and state or covariance estimates to domain goals requires added cognitive effort.
In contrast, applying a hypothesis-based approach provides a quantifiable means of formulating domain goals, and
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resolving these hypotheses requires less abstraction from sensor tasking results to domain goals. This indicates an
opportunity for improvement by allocating sensors to address specific hypotheses related to these SSA domain goals.
3.2

Control Task Analysis
A control task analysis (ConTA) is conducted to further develop insights for decision-support requirements. Previous work by the NASA directorate of Human Effectiveness has investigated how new fusion technologies could be
incorporated into the SSA workflow [46, 8], including a ConTA study used to inform designs for several prototype
screens for evaluation by Joint Space Operations Center (JSpOC) operators [47]. The full results of their analysis are
under distribution restriction [47].
ConTA emphasizes the actions that the worker should undertake to accomplish a particular task, while also encouraging flexibility and expertise by not adhering to a strict linear, procedure-like approach. The decision ladder [27, 22],
a popular choice of control task modeling, maps information processing actions and states of knowledge throughout a
control task to model the cognitive processes required to complete the task.
Beginning in the bottom-left of the ladder, the analysis phase involves ingestion of alerts and observations to
identify the system state. The judgment phase, at the top of the ladder, models the selection of a particular target
goal through the consideration of options and their consequences. Then, descending toward the bottom-right of the
ladder, the planning phase of the task selects actions to execute based on the stated goals, and the task terminates in
the execution of that plan.
The control task decision ladders can be leveraged to generate two different types of design requirements [14, 48,
49]. A cognitive work requirement (CWR) specifies cognitive demands, tasks, and decisions that must be supported
by the DSS. An information relationship requirement (IRR) specifies the context for required data, which translates
that data into the actionable information that the decision-maker requires.
Miller et al. [14] demonstrate how to translate from the states of knowledge in the decision ladder to CWRs and
IRRs. In their study, each state of knowledge generates at least one CWR, and each CWR has a corresponding IRR.
A similar approach is followed in this work. For each applicable decision ladder state, states of knowledge articulate
questions relevant to the SSA operator. Each state of knowledge generates a CWR outlining some functionality the
DSS must provide to address this state of knowledge. Similarly, the CWR generates an IRR more explicitly stating
the data products required to generate the necessary information.
Recalling the SSA work domain abstraction hierarchy in Fig. 2, any number of these elements may be identified
for further inspection through ConTA. The full study [13] focuses on the generalized functions of information fusion
and sensor allocation (highlighted in Fig. 2) to support SSA decision making. Information fusion and sensor allocation
may be related in one decision ladder, as the information fusion function generally relates to the analysis phase while
sensor allocation relates to judgment, planning, and execution.
In total, the ConTA of the information fusion and sensor allocation functions generated 14 cognitive work requirements and 14 corresponding information relationship requirements [13]. The prototype DSS developed in the
following sections focuses on a subset of these requirements. For full details on the requirement derivation, refer to
[13].

4

Development of a Prototype DSS for SSA

The CWA aided in deriving a number of DSS design insights and requirements that can be leveraged to improve
decision support in SSA. A primary insight is that proposed methods should provide robust and clear mappings to
decision-maker goals, indicating an opportunity for improvement by allocating sensor resources to address specific
hypotheses related to these goals. The following sections focus on a subset of the design requirements derived through
the ConTA, utilized in the development and validation of a prototype DSS for SSA. In particular, the design requirements selected for further analysis are ones that allow further investigation of how hypothesis-resolution supports
decision-making in SSA.
4.1

Design Requirements Addressed
As discussed previously, many existing methods of sensor tasking in SSA focus on reducing orbit state uncertainty.
While this tasking goal correlates well with some SSA goals (e.g. conjunction analysis where analysts try to avoid
collisions between objects), not all decision-maker questions can easily be mapped to state covariance estimates.
Therefore, state uncertainty minimization methods do not provide a reliable means of tasking to resolve decisionmaker hypotheses related to the overarching SSA goals of space asset safety and national security.
To make connections between covariance estimates and other SSA hypotheses, current methods require decisionmakers to do significant knowledge-based reasoning in the judgment phase. Specifically, when evaluating potential
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courses of action, the decision-maker must consider which objects are related to high-priority hypotheses, whether
those objects are available for tasking, and how much their state uncertainty can or should be reduced. Recalling Fig.
2, this requires reasoning on several different levels of abstraction: state covariances on the physical function level,
sensor allocation and information fusion on the generalized function level, and hypotheses and priorities on the abstract
function level. These are three very different levels of detail of the SSA problem, and requiring the decision-maker
to move between them quickly (and especially iteratively, as in the judgment phase) often leads to reduced situation
awareness and increased measures of workload (e.g. effort, mental demand, frustration).
Conversely, a DSS that suggests tasking assignments based directly on resolving hypotheses allows the decisionmaker to remain in the abstract function level, considering trades between priorities for the different hypotheses without having to be directly concerned with the sensor allocation or state measurements. It also frees the decision-maker
to spend more mental effort on formulating hypotheses to directly support the dynamic list of SSA goals. Humans
out-perform automation at abstract tasks such as prioritization, so this cognitive task stands to be a better use of human
decision-maker effort.
Based on the results of the CWA, we hypothesize that SSA decision-making, situation awareness, and workload
are improved when using a hypothesis-based tasking algorithm as opposed to a more traditional covariance-based
scheduler. In order to investigate this claim, a prototype DSS was developed that incorporated a number of the design
requirements from the earlier ConTA. The following cognitive work requirements (CWRs), a subset of the full list of
requirements [13], are considered in this DSS development:
• CWR-3: The DSS shall translate observational data into evidence.
• CWR-6: The DSS shall track hypothesis resolution in comparison to prescribed thresholds.
• CWR-9: The DSS shall provide capability for operators to adjust hypothesis priorities.
• CWR-10: The DSS shall assess expected hypothesis resolution based on current prioritization.
• CWR-13: The DSS shall generate specific actions and requests required to reach the target hypothesis resolution.
A primary function of hypothesis-based sensor tasking, applied to SSA, is to analyze candidate tasking schedules to
estimate hypothesis resolution based on the current hypothesis prioritization (CWR-10). Proposed approaches, such
as Judicial Evidential Reasoning (JER) [36, 42, 35], are predicated upon developing mappings from acquired data to
evidence, so any evidential reasoning application must satisfactorily address CWR-3. Through the use of hypothesis
entropy, quantifying both conflict and ambiguity, evidential reasoning provides a means for tracking hypothesis resolution against prescribed thresholds (CWR-6) Additionally, adjusting hypothesis weights allows decision-makers to
prioritize actions that appropriately address hypotheses (CWR-9). Finally, the end result of a hypothesis-based tasking
approach is the list of actions that gather the required evidence to resolve the hypotheses (CWR-13). Therefore, an
evidential reasoning approach to sensor tasking, such as JER, appropriately addresses these five CWRs.
This study aims to compare a hypothesis-based tasking algorithm with a more traditional covariance-based scheduler for the purposes of supporting decision-making performance and situation awareness in SSA. The following sections describe the specifics of the prototype DSS design, including the two sensor-tasking schedulers and an overview
of the functionality of the simulation environment.
4.2

Sensor Tasking Schedulers
As presented in the background, two common sensor scheduling approaches are covariance-based and hypothesisbased techniques. In the covariance-based mode, implemented as shown in Eqn. 1, the operator is able to assign
specific space objects as potential actions to attempt to increase or reduce tasking actions taken on a particular object.
When a given space object is prioritized, the weighting parameter for all the prioritized objects is equalized; therefore,
if n < N objects are prioritized, each one has a weighting of wi = n1 while the non-prioritized objects have a
weighting of wi = 0. In the hypothesis-based mode, implemented as shown in Eqn. 2, the operator is able to prioritize
hypotheses directly to attempt to increase or reduce tasking actions taken against a particular hypothesis. Similar to
the covariance-based mode, when a given hypothesis is prioritized, the weighting parameter for all the prioritized
hypotheses is equalized. Each hypothesis may have more than one relevant space object, so prioritizing a related
hypothesis does not guarantee any observations of a given object.
In both modes, the operator’s assigned priorities may affect the scheduled sensor actions; however, the operator is
not able to directly assign any space object or hypothesis to any sensor. Therefore, if the object’s covariance is already
sufficiently small or the evidence available is weak, the operator may not be able to override the algorithm.
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Figure 4: Screenshot of the prototype SSA DSS, using the hypothesis-based scheduler
4.3

Simulation Environment
The final prototype SSA DSS is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The majority of the interface is devoted to displaying
relevant space object, hypothesis, and sensor network information, while the 3D view is still available but relegated to
the top-right corner of the screen. The top-left panel contains information on the current simulation time and the time
remaining to until the next actions are taken. The top-middle panel contains the current and proposed sensor tasking
schedules, based on the operator’s selections in the tasking lists.
The tasking lists on the left of both interfaces allow for drag-and-drop prioritization, while also showing current and
predicted information on that object or hypothesis. All items in the “tasked” panel receive an equal weighting, while
all items in the “non-tasked” panel receive a weight of zero. In the hypothesis-based mode (as shown in Fig. 4), the
tasking list items display general hypothesis information and current resolution (i.e. current proposition probabilities
and hypothesis entropy) and a time-history plot of entropy since the start of the simulation, along with predictions
for the entropy given the next proposed tasking. In the covariance-based mode (as shown in Fig. 5), the tasking
list items display space object information instead, including the current and predicted state uncertainty along with
a time-history plot of state uncertainty. The drag-and-drop motion works the same for both scheduler types, only
affecting which type of items receive weightings for that particular scheduler. The middle panel stores the items not
relevant to that particular scheduler’s tasking priorities, only displaying current information for the space objects (in
hypothesis-based mode) or hypotheses (in covariance-based mode).
The status panel on the right side of the interface displays quick at-a-glance information on the sensor network,
including graphical summaries of the sensor observation conditions, total space object uncertainty, and total hypothesis
entropy. Below this panel, on the bottom-right of the interface, is the console that displays read-outs of any attempted
actions and resultant gathered evidence.

5

Human-in-the-Loop Data Collection

The specific goal of the human-in-the-loop testing was to investigate the decision-making performance and situation awareness effects of using a hypothesis-based sensor-tasking scheduler as compared to a more traditional
covariance-based scheduler. As described in the DSS design section, the test participant’s only control over the tasking
algorithm is through the modification of relative priorities on either space objects or hypotheses. In total, 11 graduate
student participants conducted one training session and two data collection sessions each. The participants operated
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the prototype SSA DSS, using the covariance-based scheduler
Table 1: Summary of hypotheses and propositions for simulations
Hypothesis
Propositions
Close Pass
Safe, Collision
Propulsion Status Nominal, Non-Start, Explosion
Navigation Status
Nominal, Anomalous
Custody Status
Maintained, Lost
each scheduler through five test scenarios for a total of 55 pair-wise data points for each dependent variable.
Each test scenario allowed a total of seven sets of actions to be scheduled and executed on the sensor network at
one-minute intervals over the seven-and-a-half minute simulation. Each scenario contains three ground-based sensors
with variable observation conditions, where poor observation conditions will cause observations to miss and gather
zero evidence. Each scenario contains six-to-seven space objects ranging in orbit regimes from Low Earth Orbit
(LEO), Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), and Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO). Each scenario also consists of five-to-six
relevant hypotheses, where the types of hypotheses and their respective propositions are summarized in Table 1.
5.1

Independent Variables
The only independent variable for this study was the scheduler type: covariance-based or hypothesis-based. Both
scheduler types were implemented in the DSS described in the previous section, so the user could always see current
information such as space object state uncertainty, hypothesis entropy, sensor conditions. When operating in the
covariance-based mode, the scheduler also displayed predicted changes in the space object state uncertainty from the
planned actions. Conversely, when operating in the hypothesis-based mode, the scheduler displayed predicted changes
in hypothesis entropy from the planned actions. This allowed the user to re-prioritize space objects (in covariancebased mode) or hypotheses (in hypothesis based-mode) to achieve a desired result.
5.2

Dependent Variables
Each participant was instructed and reminded of the primary task being to answer questions (i.e. hypothesis
resolution), and a number of measures were used to study the user’s ability to do so, along with other relevant situation
awareness factors. The data collection methods are similar to a recent DSS evaluation study published to assess
emergency department information displays [50], consisting primarily of questionnaires.
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5.2.1 Performance
The quality of the user’s ability to answer questions is best measured through hypothesis entropy, which captures
both non-specificity and conflict in the answer to the relevant question. The ideal sensor scheduling would lead to full
specificity and zero conflict in the resultant hypothesis knowledge, represented by zero hypothesis entropy. Therefore,
the hypothesis entropy after each set of actions was stored to allow for analysis of the evolution the hypothesis knowledge throughout the scenario. The average entropy at the end of the simulation provides the primary measure that can
be used to compare hypothesis resolution performance between the scheduler types.
5.2.2 Situation Awareness
Before any questionnaire is presented, the simulation display is replaced entirely by the questionnaire so that the
participant cannot rely on the DSS to answer the questions [2]. The situation awareness questionnaires were executed
according to Endsley’s SAGAT methodology [2], pausing for an initial questionnaire without warning during the
middle of the scenario. Participants are asked ten questions relating to the scenario and hypotheses before returning to
the simulation.
The specific prompts range from perception-related (Level 1) to comprehension-based (Level 2) questions. For
instance, the participant might be asked which space object is related to a Custody Status hypothesis, or which sensor
has the worst observation conditions, both of which can be related to perception of specific elements on the display.
Alternately, the participant might be asked to compare the hypothesis resolution of a set of hypotheses and report the
most- or least-resolved, or which hypothesis had the stronger evidence, both of which are more related to comprehension of the situation based on incoming information. After completion of the first stage of SAGAT questions, the
simulation resumed until the end of the scenario, where ten different questions are asked. Participants were introduced
to each of the potential situation awareness questions during the initial training session.

6

Results and Discussion

The data obtained from all 11 participants was compiled, and both the objective and subjective measures were
statistically analyzed. Primarily, this data is analyzed through a two-factor analysis of variances (ANOVA), where
the two independent variables (factors) are the scheduler type (covariance- or hypothesis-based) and the scenarios (A
through E). Since the primary goal is to compare the scheduler types in terms of effectiveness, a two-factor analysis
was used to determine if there was any interaction between the scheduler type and the test scenario. Using a statistical
power (1 − β) of 80% and type 1 error rate (α) of 5%, the null hypothesis is considered rejected if the p-value is less
than the type 1 error rate. In the results below, any statistically significant responses are marked with an asterisk, and
the scheduler that provided the better performance or responses is also marked with an asterisk.
Table 2: SSA HITL results: two-way ANOVA statistics
Covariance Mean Hypothesis Mean F1,4
Measure
*Avg. Entropy
0.24
0.23
5.97
SAGAT Score
15.96
15.75
0.42
SAGAT Conf.
83.46
82.33
0.47

p
0.016
0.520
0.494

Table 2 contains the results from this statistical analysis, with the significant results indicated by an asterisk.
Though not included in the table, the interaction results for each measure were not statistically significant (all with pvalues well above 0.05), indicating that the trends observed between in comparison between the scheduler types were
consistent across all five scenarios. The following sections will discuss the individual components of this analysis in
more detail. The full study [13] includes analysis of additional factors, including workload as measured through the
NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) and cognitive support questionnaire responses.
6.1

Hypothesis Resolution
Since the operator’s primary goal is to resolve hypotheses, the average entropy value of all hypotheses at the end of
each scenario provides an objective measurement of the participant’s performance. Figure 6 summarizes the average
entropy results using both the covariance- and hypothesis-based schedulers. While trends are hard to establish from
this particular figure, the average entropy ANOVA result in Table 2 shows significance (F1,4 = 5.97, p = 0.016), with
the sample mean values showing improvement using the hypothesis-based scheduler. The interaction between the
scheduler types and scenarios is insignificant (F1,4 = 0.39, p = 0.815), indicating that the users consistently achieved
lower average entropy values using the hypothesis-based scheduler regardless of the particular test scenario.
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Figure 6: Average entropy vs. scheduler type
6.2

Situation Awareness
Figure 7 summarizes the responses to the SAGAT questionnaires to measure situation awareness. The score
component is computed as the number of correct responses, with a maximum of 20 possible for each test case (10
mid-simulation and 10 at the end). Each situation awareness question was accompanied by a slider for the participant
to indicate his/her confidence in correctly answering the question. The distributions of SAGAT responses are similar,
an observation supported by the ANOVA results for both score (F1,4 = 0.42, p = 0.520) and confidence (F1,4 =
0.47, p = 0.494). Therefore, strong claims cannot be made about the impact of either scheduler on performance in
answering the situation awareness questions in this study. The interaction between the scheduler types and scenarios
is also insignificant (F1,4 = 0.47, p = 0.494). An additional ANOVA analysis was performed by separating the stage
1 (mid-simulation) and stage 2 (post-simulation) SAGAT scores to see if the trend changed throughout the simulation,
but the results were nearly identical to the full SAGAT analysis shown here.

(a) Score

(b) Confidence rating

Figure 7: SAGAT responses vs. scheduler type
6.3

Limitations
While many steps were taken to ensure these tests are representative of a realistic SSA decision-making operation,
the results should be interpreted carefully with appropriate caveats in light of the limited fidelity of laboratory simulation to avoid misleading or invalid conclusions. Each participant was required to have a basic level of familiarity
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with orbital mechanics and spacecraft problems, but operators in SSA decision-making typically receive at least 3-6
months of in-depth training on the SSA field. Therefore, the scenarios presented to the test participants were simplified versions of realistic SSA decision-making problems, not intending to represent the full breadth of activities
involved in SSA decision-making. Due to limited available training and testing time, simplified operational scenarios,
and laboratory setting, these results are primarily intended to identify trends for the development of more in-depth
human-in-the-loop tests closer to operational scenarios.
Perhaps the most significant caveat is the lack of a baseline comparison-point for the developed SSA DSS system.
While some existing spacecraft systems engineering tools (such as the Systems Tool Kit) can be adapted to help address
SSA concerns, existing software for SSA decision-making is custom-built, classified, and limited in applicability to
specific use cases. The field has only recently begun focusing on information fusion and hypothesis-resolution as
an important aspect of maintaining SSA, so any existing tools are likely in their infancy. Therefore, this display was
developed as a prototype applicable to the simplified scenarios developed in this study and refined through pilot testing.
These results may be considered a starting point for further human-in-the-loop considerations in the development of
more mature SSA hypothesis-resolution DSSs, and more specific tests should be performed as these systems are
developed and refined to ensure decision-maker support.

7

Conclusions

This work presents an analysis of SSA decision support from a cognitive work perspective. A subset of design
requirements, developed through a cognitive work analysis applied to SSA, is used to develop a DSS driven by both
covariance-based and hypothesis-based sensor tasking algorithms. The DSS developed addresses the selected design
requirements by automating the translations from physical data products to evidence (CWR-3) and applying that
evidence to update hypothesis knowledge (CWR-6). Additionally, while the covariance-based still displays the fused
hypothesis information, the hypothesis-based approach allows the operator to directly prioritize hypotheses (CWR-9)
and estimates the expected hypothesis resolution (CWR-10) from the generated set of sensor network actions (CWR13). The DSS prototype is used in a human-in-the-loop study to assess operator performance and situation awareness.
While the situation awareness results did not indicate significant differences between the scheduler types, analysis
of the objective performance metric (average entropy) indicates significant improvement using the hypothesis-based
approach. The full study [13] contains further analysis using metrics for workload and cognitive support. Since DSSs
for hypothesis-resolution in SSA are still in their infancy, these results should be used primarily to identify trends for
the development of more in-depth human-in-the-loop tests closer to operational scenarios.
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